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This manual for service stations was made by RIEJU S.A. to be used by the
workshops of dealers, sub-agencies RIEJU and advanced owner. It is assumed
that users of this publication for the maintenance and adjustment of RIEJU
vehicles has a basic knowledge of the principles of mechanics and technique
procedures of vehicle repair. Any significant changes to vehicle characteristics
or specific repair operations will be communicated by updates to this manual.

Note: Provides key information to make the procedure easier to understand and
carry out.
Caution: Refers to specific procedures to carry out for preventing damages to
the vehicle.
Warning: Refers to specific procedures to carry out to prevent injuries to the
repairer.

Personal safety Failure to completely observe these instructions will result in
serious risk of personal injury.
Vehicle intactness the incomplete or non-observance of these regulations leads
to the risk of serious damage to the vehicle and sometimes even the invalidity of
the guarantee.
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General information
Introduction
RIEJU thanks you for your trust.
By choosing the new RIEJU MR you have just joined the great RIEJU team, and as a
user of the number one brand of off-road bikes, you deserve the distinguished care that
we would like to offer you, both after purchasing your RIEJU and in the explanations
that we set out in this manual.
Your RIEJU MR is a bike designed for high-level competition, it is the fruit of many
years of competition and experience in demanding disciplines. The many successes
achieved by the great riders of our RIEJU bikes has provided the basic data to be able
to create these high-end motorcycles. Exclusive RIEJU motorcycles that have three
key factors: Reliability, high performance and good stability.
Congratulations because your choice has undoubtedly been the right one. With your
skills in handling your RIEJU and with the proper preparation and the corresponding
reviews, vital for your RIEJU to be highly reliable, you can enjoy the most comfortable
and fulfilling motorcycling.
Thank you for your trust and welcome to RIEJU.

Legal notices
In the interest of technical development RIEJU reserves the right to modify the
construction, equipment and accessories of the motorcycle without prior notice.
Measurements, weight and power data are understood to include the respective
tolerances. Depending on the volume of equipment and accessories of your RIEJU, as
well as in the approved versions in accordance with the different laws of each State,
there may be variations with respect to the descriptions and illustrations. Therefore, the
photographs contained in this manual may not correspond to the model purchased. For
this reason no liability shall be derived for error, printing error or omission.

Notices and warnings
Please read this manual thoroughly, paying particular attention to the following
warnings:
DANGER
Notices about a danger that leads to serious injury or even death.
WARNING
Notices regarding danger that could result in personal injury and/or damage to the
vehicle.
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Preliminary warnings
DANGER
Three out of four fatal accidents are due to head injuries. The risk of brain injury is
three times greater if no helmet is used. Always wear an approved helmet, the
probability of remaining unscathed in the event of an accident is increased by 20%. It is
also recommended to use eye protection as well as gloves, boots and other protective
items that should be in perfect condition.
Never carry a passenger. Your RIEJU is not approved for this purpose, nor does it
have space on the seat, handlebars or footrests for the passenger. In addition, the
extra weight can impair handling.
Avoid modifying your RIEJU with non-original accessories and do not remove the
original elements, these changes could affect the stability and handling, making the
vehicle dangerous or illegal. The use of original spare parts and accessories or parts
approved by RIEJU is recommended. It is an essential condition for maintaining the
warranty.
Your RIEJU has been designed for off-road use, it has not been designed for long
journeys on the road or motorway. Such use may result in damage to the engine due
the high revolutions and the tires are not suitable for use on paved surfaces. It has not
been designed for urban use either. Long stops at traffic lights in the city could cause
engine overheating.
Keep your RIEJU in good condition. To avoid any problems, inspect your motorcycle
before every use, and perform all maintenance as recommended in this manual. After a
fall, check that the main elements have not been damaged. Riding a motorcycle in poor
condition can cause an accident with serious injuries and even death.
DANGER
The exhaust pipe and other elements reach high temperatures during use and take
time to cool down once the engine has been turned off. Avoid handling or touching
anything during this period. The use of shorts is not recommended, since it can cause
burns to the legs.
DANGER
Avoid wearing loose clothing that could get caught on parts of the vehicle or the
surroundings. Although total safety is impossible, the use of adequate equipment
reduces the possibility and/or severity of injuries.
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Location of components
1

12

Number

2

4

3

13

14

5

15

Name

16

17

Number

6

7

18

8

19

9

10

11

20

Name

1

Front reflectors.

11

Licence plate holder with rear light,
position, intermittent and rear
reflector.

2

Headlight position, long and
short beam.

12

Front brake disc

3

Front turn signals.

13

Front brake calliper

4

Rear-view mirrors.

14

Front fork

5

Overflow pipe.

15

Starter

6

Fuel tank.

16

Gear shift pedal

7

Fuel valve.

17

Secondary exhaust

8

Air filter.

18

Carburettor

9

Side stand.

19

Chain

10

Chain guard.

20

Chain guide
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21

28

10

29

30

31

34

33

32

27

26

25

24

23

22

35

36

Number

Name

Number

Name

21

Muffler

30

Suspension linkage

22

Rear brake fluid tank

31

Footpegs

23

Seat

32

Rear brake pedal

24

Rear shock absorber gas tank

33

Centrifugal regulation

25

Kick-starter

34

Crankcase guard

26

VIN chassis number

35

Exhaust

27

Radiator

36

Manufacturer’s identification plate

28

Rear brake disc

29

Rear brake calliper
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Location of components
1

2

6

5
Number

4

3

7

Name

Number

8

9

Choke lever

7

Fuel tank cap

2

Clutch fluid reservoir

8

Steering lock

3

Multifunction gauge

9

Stop

4

Front brake fluid tank

10

Throttle

5

Clutch lever

11

Front brake lever

6

Turn signals, lights, horn and starter

Number

2

Name

3

4

11

Name

1

1

10

5
Number

Name

1

Long and short-beam lights

4

Start

2

Horn

5

Stop

3

Turn signals
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General information
Identification
Your RIEJU has an identification plate (1) which
details:
manufacturer,
chassis
number,
approval number and level of noise emissions.
The chassis number is also stamped on the
right side of the steering column.

1
Steering lock
Your RIEJU has a steering lock. It is located on
the right side of the lower fork flange. To lock
the steering:
1. Turn the handlebar all the way to the
left.
2. Insert the key into the lock and turn it
anti-clockwise ⅛ back.
3. Press the key in.
4. Turn the key clockwise to its initial
position and remove it. The closure
must be sunk so that the lock is
effective.
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TRANSMISSION

ENGINE

General information
Cycle
Number of cylinders
Refrigeration
Capacity
Bore
Stroke
Carburettor
Intake type
Lubrication system
Starter system
Ignition system
Pre-ignition set-up
Spark plug
Distance between
electrodes

2-stroke
Mono-cylindrical
Liquid cooled
199,4 cc
249,3 cc
299,3 cc
62,5 mm
66,4 mm
72,0 mm
65,0 mm
72,0 mm
72,0 mm
Dell’Orto PHBG 21 (Keihin PWKS 38 competition model)
V-Force 4 Reed valve system
Fuel mix
Kick-starter/Electric starter on E-START models
Digital CDI -Euro 5

Primary reduction
Gearbox
Gear ratio

3,31 (63/19)
6 speeds, cascade
1ª
2,07 (14/29)
2ª
1,63 (16/26)
3ª
1,33 (18/24)
4ª
1,10 (20/22)
5ª
0,91 (23/21)
6ª
0,79 (24/19)
By chain
4,16 (12/50) MR 200
3,30 (13/42)
3,67 (13/49) MR 250 //
MR 200-250-300
3,69 (13/48) MR 300
Competition models only
110 Links // 5/8 "x 1/4" with seals (112 links) competition
model only
Multi-disc oil bath with hydraulic drive
Hydraulic
Medium
Oil
Capacity
900cc (new) ; 800cc (Replace)

Secondary transmission
Secondary reduction

Chain
Type of clutch
Clutch drive

DIMENSSIONS

Lubrication
Total height
Total length
Seat height
Ground clearance
Overall width
Wheelbase
Dry weight
Fuel tank capacity

DENSO W24ESR-U and NGK BR8EG
0,7/ 0,8 mm

1235 mm
2145 mm
960 mm
375 mm
810 mm
1480 mm
105 kg
10 l
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Type
Measurements of
tires and rims

FRAME

Tire pressure
Suspension

Suspension travel
Front fork oil volume
Brakes
Brake discs

Central backbone frame in 25 CrMo 4 steel, aluminium alloy
subframe
Front
Excel 1.6 x 21 - 90/90 - 21
M/C 54R MICHELIN ENDURO MEDIUM F TT
Rear
Excel 2.15 x 18 - 140/80 – 18 (250cc/300cc) //
120/90 – 18 (200cc)
70R MICHELIN ENDURO MEDIUM R TT
Front
1,0 bar
Rear
1,0 bar
Front
KY B fork ø48 mm AOS System (Air Oil
Separated), closed cartridge, with spring and
compression and rebound
Rear
Progressive system with KY B single shock
absorber with adjustable high and low speed
compression and rebound
Front
300mm (KYB)
Rear
131 mm (KYB)
KYB
350 ml. (cantidad)
Front
Disc, with Nissin 2-piston floating calliper
Rear
Disc, with Nissin 1-piston floating calliper
Front
NG wave Ø260 mm disc
Rear
NG wave Ø220 mm disc

RECOMMENDED

Fuel

Lead free (minimum RON 98)

FLUIDS

Recommended Fuel

Oil mixture
(JASO FC )
2

Coolant

Brake fluid
Clutch fluid pump
Transmission oil
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Competition4

CARBURATION

Fork oil

E5

Gasoline with a content of 10% ethanol

E10

100% synthetic oil at 2% (50:1)
Semi-synthetic oil at 2% (50:1)
Mineral oil at 3% (32:1)
Antifreeze mixture at 30%

LIQUI MOLY 2T
SYNTH OFFROAD
RACE
LIQUI MOLY
RAF12+
LIQUI MOLY
DOT-4
MAGURA ROYAL
BLOOD
LIQUI MOLY
SYNTH 5W40
OFFROAD RACE
KYB

Type of carburettor
Main jet
Idle jet
Needle
Needle position
Throttle valve
Air screw

DOT-4
Mineral oil
Synthetic motor oil API SJ; ACEA A3; JASO MA-2
KBY Fork oil 01M

Keihin PWKS 36
185
45
NOZI
6

Keihin PWKS 38
175
42

Keihin PWKS 38
175
42
N1EF

3rd from above
7
1 and 1/2 turns from closed

(2) Cold countries should adjust the coolant to their temperature. (4) Exclusive use in closed circuit.
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General information
Table of tightening torques
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Engine
Nut
Engine axles
Handlebar
Screw
Lower handlebar flange
Screw
Upper handlebar flange
Screw
Vlutch
Frame
Screw
Crankcase guard
Screw
Left-hand side protector
Screw
Tie Rod cylinder Head
Subframe
Screw
Upper subframe
Screw
Lower subframe
Fork
Screw
Fork protector - guided hose
Screw
Fork protector - foot
Screw
Foot fork
Screw
Front axle
Screw
Front brake calliper
Screw
Upper flange
Screw
Lower flange
Tank
Screw
Tank-silentblock-chassis
Rear shock absorver
Screw
Upper shock absorber
Screw
Lower shock absorber
Link
Nut
Tie-rod - chassis
Nut
Tie-rod - Rocker arm
Nut
Rocker arm - swinging arm
Swing-arm
Nut
Swinging arm nut
Screw
Shoe chain - protector
Screw
Lower shoe chain - chassis
Screw
Chain guide
Nut
Rear wheel axle nut
Exhaust
Screw
Muffler - upper
Screw
Muffler - Lower
Screw
Silentblock exhaust
Plastic
Screw
Front fender
Screw
Rear fender
Screw
Inf. side plates to radiator
Screw
Tank and plates
Screw
Right-hand valve cover
Screw
Electrical components box

Measure
M10
Measure
M10
M8
M6
M6
M6
M8
M8
M8
M6 (pl)
M6
M8
M24
M8
M7
M7
Measure
M6
Measure
M12
M12
Measure
M12
M12
M12
Measure
M14
M6
M8
M6
M20
Measure
M6
M6
M6
Measure
M6
M6
M6
M6 (pl)
M6
M6 (pl)

Torque(Nm)
60
Torque(Nm)
40
25
10
Torque(Nm)
10
10
20
Torque(Nm)
25
25
Torque(Nm)
8
8
15
35
25
15
12
Torque(Nm)
10
Torque(Nm)
60
50
Torque(Nm)
80
80
80
Torque(Nm)
80
10
25
10
100
Torque(Nm)
12
12
12
Torque(Nm)
12
12
8
6
12
6

Loctite® 243TM
Loctite® 243TM

Loctite® 243TM

Loctite® 243TM
Loctite® 243TM
Loctite® 243TM
Loctite® 243TM

Loctite® 243TM

General information
Stand
Screw
Stand
Rear brake
Screw
Brake pedal
Screw
Rear brake pump
Electricity
Screw
Battery
Gear shift pedal
Screw
Gear shift pedal
Kick-starter
Screw
Kick-starter
Seat
Screw
Seat

Measure
M8
Measure
M8
M6
Measure
M5
Measure
M6
Measure
M6
Measure
M6

Torque (Nm)
25
Torque (Nm)
20
12
Torque (Nm)
2,5
Torque (Nm)
12
Torque (Nm)
12
Torque (Nm)
10

Loctite® 243TM
Loctite® 243TM

Loctite® 243TM

Table of tightening torques

1

3
2

Nº
1
2
3

Part name
Valve cover bolts
Crankcase bolt
Gear shift pedal bolt

Measure
M5x15
M6x25
M6x12

Torque (Nm)
8
12
14
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5
4

Nº
4
5

Part name
Kick-starter-to-axle bolt
Kick-starter pedal bolt

Measure
M6x20
M6x75

Torque (Nm)
12
10

1

3

20
2

General information
4
6
5

9

7
8
Nº
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
-

Part name
Cylinder nut
Clutch cover bolt
Water pump drain bolt
Spark plug
Cylinder head bolt
Reed block bolt
Ignition cover bolt
Engine drain plug
Oil fill bolt
Ratchet plate bolt
Stator bolts
Ignition motor coil bolt
Selector spring fixing bolt
Primary nut
Clutch spring bolts
Valve control support bolt
Clutch hub nut

Measure
M10
M6
M6
M8
M6
M6
M12
M12
M6
M5
M10
M8
M20
M6
M5
M18

Torque (Nm)
40
12
8
25
27
12
8
15
15
8
8
60
15
80
10
8
80

Loctite® 243TM
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Multifunction gauge

Mode push-button
SWITCHE D ON
When the motorcycle is started, the
display panel is activated and remains on.
The dashboard will display the normal
mode and will be on for 30 seconds if no
speed pulse is generated.
If one or both buttons are pressed, the
dashboard will display normal mode and
will last 30 seconds if no button is
pressed.

Adjustment push-button

CLOC K
Format:
If the units are in Km. ----> 24h.
If the units are in mi. ----> 12h.
- To increase the hour digits press
MOD E < 2 seconds.
- To increase the hour digits quickly
press MOD E > 2 seconds.
- To increase the minute digits press
SET < 2 seconds.
- To increase the minute digits quickly
SPEED
press SET > 2 seconds.
The speed or speed units are - To exit the clock mode and save the
values press MOD E & ET> 2
permanently displayed in Km/h or mph
seconds.
with a range of 0 to 199 in both cases.
- Pressing NO ACTION > 10 seconds
ODOMETER
will exit without saving changes.
- To display the breaking-in time or Km
ROUTE A and ROUTE B
press SET < 2 seconds.
- To change units press SET > 10 - Press MOD E < 2 seconds to display
the dashboard.
seconds.
- To display the total press MOD E < 2 - Press SET < 2 seconds to display the
breaking-in time or Km.
seconds
- Press SET > 2 seconds to reset.
Route A - Route B - Total.
- To enter the clock mode press MOD E
& SET > 2 seconds.
- To enter the wheel length mode press CONFI GURATION FOR WHEEL
LENGTH
MOD E > 10 seconds.
- To change the wheel from 2100 1811 press MOD E < 2 seconds.
- To exit the wheel length mode and
save the value press MOD E & SET >
2 seconds.
- To exit automatically without saving
changes, press NO ACTION > 10
seconds.
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Homologation

The vehicle you have just purchased is a vehicle approved under EU directives and
complies with all approval requirements.
The mandatory approval components for riding on public roads and for passing
technical inspections at MOT garages are, among others, those detailed below.
The components of approval, among other requirements, are identified with a
determined and registered marking.
List of components

Quantity/bike

Manufacturer's identification plate

1

Catalysed exhaust

1

Homologated front and rear sprockets

1

Carburettor Dell'Orto PHBG21

1

Fuel overflow assembly

1

Front and rear turn signals

4

Homologated licence plate holder + light + reflector

1/1/1

Front reflectors

2

Speedometer

1

Horn

1

Rear-view mirror

2

Steering lock

1

Secondary air valve

1

Air filter restriction

1

Throttle opening limiter

1

Homologated fuel and starter cable
Blow-by tube assembly

1/1
1

Each of the approved components must be part of the vehicle and in case of breakage,
loss or malfunction the owner is advised to consult his official RIEJU dealer to correct
the problem.
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Operating instructions
Starting procedure

1

RECOMMENDATION

With the engine cold, kick-starter
is recommended and only use
the electric starter when the
engine is at temperature.

To start your RIEJU with the kick-starter follow
the following steps:
1. Open the fuel tank tap.
2. Release the kick-starter.
3. Give two strong fuel strokes.
4. Engage the choke lever (1).
5. Operate the kick-starter vigorously.
NOTE: With the engine at operating
temperature it is not necessary to use the
choke lever.
To start your RIEJU with the electric starter
perform the following steps:
1. Open the fuel tank tap.
2. Turn the ignition key (2).
3. Give two strong fuel strokes.
4. Engage the choke lever (1).
5. Engage the clutch lever.
6. Press the start button.
NOTE: With the engine at operating
temperature it is not necessary to use the
choke lever.

Breaking-in
It is important to carry out the breaking-in
phase, by doing this you will ensure the
duration and correct function of your engine in
the long term. The intervals to be performed are
the following:
1. From 0 to 200 Km: Riding at between 50%
and 75% load (throttle opening), alternately,
without continued use at 75% load.
2. From 200 to 300 Km: Riding the same but
reaching on occasion, without keeping it
more than 5 ~ 10 seconds, at 100% load.
3. From 300 to 400 Km: Riding a 75% to
100%
load,
alternatively,
without
maintaining the load stop.
4. From 400 km, increase the requirement
with some escalation around 60 ~ 80 km,
until reaching its full performance.
DANGER
Reckless acceleration can cause problems in
the engine. Take care that you use the skills
and techniques necessary in riding the
motorcycle.
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Daily inspection before riding
Prior to each use of your RIEJU motorcycle it is
necessary to carry out the following checks:
Is there enough fuel? Open the fuel cap and,
by moving the motorcycle sideways with the
handlebar, you will see and hear the fuel, so
you will know the approximate contents.
Is the fuel tap open? The fuel tap (1) has
three positions: open: ON (tap down), closed:
OFF (horizontal tap to the right side of the
motorcycle) and reserve. RES (horizontal tap to
the left side of the motorcycle). If the tap is in
the OFF position there is no fuel to the
carburettor, the motorcycle will not run, this
position is used only when the engine is
stopped. If you can see that there is little fuel in
the tank, it should be started with the tap in the
RES position, and go immediately to refuel. If
everything is correct you must always use the
tap in the ON position.
NOTE: Always turn off the fuel tap (OFF
position) when the engine stops.

1

What is the oil level in the engine? Check
through the oil sight glass (2) that the level is
suitable, if necessary, add more oil.

2

What is the coolant level? By removing the
filler cap from the radiator, the coolant level can
be checked. This should be just below the
metal rim (3), if necessary, add more coolant.

3
DANGER
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Do not open the plug while the engine is hot,
you risk serious burns.

Operating instructions
What are the levels of brake fluid? The brake
fluid tanks, one for each brake, have a sight
glass (1 and 2) for checking their level.

1

DANGER

2

If the brake fluid level is close to half the sight
glass on both the front and rear brakes, check
the thickness of the brake pads and ensure that
they are not within their limits of use. If the
thickness is correct fill up the brake fluid and
make sure there are no leaks, in case of any
doubt go immediately to your official RIEJU
dealer, they know what should be done in each
case. This can affect your safety.
What is the clutch fluid level? It should be
checked as follows: motorcycle on its stand and
handlebar turned to the right, in this position,
unlatch the tank lid together with its rubber
bellows (beware of DI RT, it is necessary to
have a clean space in which to leave the
disassembled parts), slowly turn the handlebar
to the left until the liquid level is parallel to the
top edge of your tank. The average level should
not be more than 6~8 mm from the top edge of
the tank. If the level is lower than that
mentioned above, fill it up. In case of doubt or
anomaly go to your official RIEJU service
centre.
Do the brake discs look OK? Visually you can
see important scratches, cracks, excessive
wear, etc.

DANGER
Check that the thickness of the discs is 3 mm at
the front and at least 3.5 mm at the rear. Go
immediately to your official RIEJU service
centre if you don't know what to do in each
case. This can affect your safety. Do not ride
the motorcycle.
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1

Are the front and rear brake pads in good
condition? Visually we can see the thickness
of lining (1) that they have left, we know if they
are in working condition or if they must be
changed quickly, the thickness of the lining
should not be less than 1 mm.

Are the controls OK? Front brake lever, rear
brake pedal, clutch lever, gear shift pedal,
starter lever, light controls, stop, horn and
indicators, accelerator, kick-starter. All these
command and control elements, have a
characteristic operation and feel, any changes
may indicate an anomaly or deterioration, you
know your motorcycle best, if you feel any
changes go immediately to your official RIEJU
service centre. The official RIEJU service
centre will be happy to assist you and to ensure
your safety.

Does the side stand feel OK? The stand is a
part of the motorcycle that often causes
problems, including safety problems, because it
is a part that receives severe treatment. If you
notice that it feels strange or difficulty in its
redeployment, you must first thoroughly clean
the whole assembly and check the tightening of
the fastening and the condition of the springs. If
the abnormal behaviour continues, you should
go to your official RIEJU service centre
immediately, for your safety.

Does it seem to have the correct tire
pressure? If in doubt ALWAYS check the
pressure level. If the problem persists, or is
repeated, it may be due to the presence of
leaks, consult your official RIEJU dealer.
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Are the spokes of the wheels properly
tensioned? By pressing them with your fingers
you can notice any possible lack of tension. In
case of excessive looseness in any of them, it
is necessary to check them all and on both
wheels, it is a job for experts, we recommend
that you go to your official RIEJU service
centre.

Is the condition of the chain and its tension
correct? If it is necessary to tighten the chain,
or if it needs to be tightened too frequent or if
you see any signs of wear on the front
sprocket, rear sprocket, chain guides or chain
protector, you should go to your official RIEJU
service centre, this affects your safety.
Is the seat correctly set? This is a vital point
for your safety, if you have any doubts about
this, go to your official RIEJU service centre.
Is there any element that runs the risk of
detachment? Fenders, side covers, fuel tank,
dust covers, etc. If so, you should try to attach it
or take it off completely to avoid it falling off, for
your safety. Contact your RIEJU dealer to
repair it.

Is there any air to be purged from the front
suspension? (1) If your model requires it, it
must be done properly, otherwise it may be a
problem for your safety and for the longevity of
your front suspension.

1

Are there any leaks? Visually check for
possible leaks, assessing them based on their
location, amount and product leaked (pay
attention to the danger of fire). Always go to
your official RIEJU dealer as quickly as
possible.
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DANGER
These controls are really very quick to carry
out, it is a matter of habit, the user knows the
use to which the motorcycle has been
subjected in its last use and knows where it
should this control be sharpened. Respect for
this set of controls means greater safety for the
user and, certainly, better and more economical
maintenance of your motorcycle.

Cleaning
To clean your RIEJU follow these steps:
1. Cover the exhaust system to prevent water
from entering.
2. Cover the steering lock with a piece of duct
tape.
3. Remove the mud and dirt with a low
pressure water jet.
4. Clean the areas that are particularly dirty
with a special cleaner for motorcycles.
5. Rinse with a jet of water at low pressure.
6. Let the motorcycle drain naturally.
7. Take a short ride on the motorcycle until the
engine reaches its operating temperature.
8. Lubricate the chain and all other elements
that need it (see Maintenance section).
WARNING
Never clean the vehicle using high pressure
equipment.
Avoid
direct
contact
with
multifunction gauge, coil, pipe plug, carburettor,
switches, levers or any other electrical element.

Storage
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When you have to store your motorcycle for a
period of time you should:
• Thoroughly clean the motorcycle.
• Start the engine for about 5 minutes to
warm up the transmission oil and then
empty it (see Maintenance).
• Put in new transmission oil.
• Empty the fuel tank (if left for a long time
the petrol deteriorates).
• Lubricate the chain and all cables.
• Put oil on all unpainted metal surfaces to
prevent rust, avoiding getting oil on the

Operating instructions
•

•

brakes and rubber parts.
Place the motorcycle in such a way that the
two wheels do not touch the ground (if this
is not possible put cardboard under the
wheels).
Cover the motorcycle to protect it from dust
and dirt.

To put it into operation after storage:
• Remove the plastic bag from the exhaust
pipe.
• Tighten the spark plug.
• Fill up the fuel tank.
• Check the points in the section "Daily
inspection before riding".
• General lubrication.

OBD Operation
The OBD (On Board Diagnostic) system
incorporates a MI L indicator light to indicate a
malfunction. When the motorcycle is started,
the MIL (Malfunction Indicator Light) light is on.
•
•

If there is no error, the MI L turns off
after 5 seconds.
If the OBD system detects an error, the
MI L light stays on permanently.

It will turn off if it is started 3 consecutive times
exceeding 2,000 rpm, if no error is detected.
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It can be connected to the OBD system using a
diagnostics machine compatible with the ISO
15765-4 CAN protocol. To connect the 4-way
socket of the motorcycle’s electrical system to
the
diagnostics
machine
(18-pin
JAE
connector), it is necessary to use an interface
cable, which can be purchased from RIEJU
spare parts department under reference
EM10225TT-CLR-1.
The 4-way socket is under the seat.
To connect the Creader VI+ scan tool (or
similar) the protection must be removed from
the connector.
When the scan tool is connected, it turns on
and the start screen appears connecting to the
ISO 15765-4 CAN protocol that our OBD
system has.
If the system detects an historical error, the MIL
stays on permanently.
Also, if you use the Creader VI scan tool, you
can see in Monitor Status the information MIL
status ON. (With the key light in red at the top).
You can cancel the error if you go to Diagnosis
Menu - Erase error. If you return to the Monitor
Status screen, the MIL Status is OFF and, at
the top, the green light appears and the red key
light turns off. And, at the same time, the MIL
turns off on the switch.
On the scan tool, the following information can
be viewed:
•
•
•
•

Current RPM, maximums.
Time in seconds that the engine is running.
Minutes running with the MI L on.
Total minutes of engine running. And the
ISO 15031 Diagnostic Trouble Codes
(DTC):
P0350 - Ignition coil malfunction.
P0315 - Ignition pick-up fault
It is possible to access the DTC and clear all
historical errors.
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Maintenance
The maintenance requirements set out in this table are simple and necessary for the
good maintenance of your motorcycle. *
element

Adjust

1.-clutch

10 hours

2.-clutch discs

30 hours

3.-Throttle cable
4.-spark plug

10 hours
-

20 hours
when
needed
10 hours
-

5.-Air filter

0.5 hours

-

6.-Carburettor

20 hours

7.-transmission oil
8.-piston and ring
9.-cylinder head, cylinder
and exhaust valve
10.-exhaust system
11.-Silencer fibre
12.-Connecting rod and
bearings
13.-Kick-starter and gear
shift pedal
14.-rubber gasket
exhaust/silencer
15.-Crankshaft bearings

Replace /
Change

Clean

Grease /
Lubricate

when needed

-

10 hours

when needed

-

-

20 hours

10 hours
-

When damaged

10 hours
when
needed

-

-

-

-

20 hours

when
needed
-

20 hours
50 hours

-

-

-

-

when needed

20 hours

-

-

20 hours

when needed
30 hours

-

-

80 hours

-

120 hours

-

-

-

-

-

-

10 hours

10 hours

-

when needed

-

-

80 hours

-

-

-

-

-

120 h or When
needed
30 hours

-

-

10 hours

-

40 hours

-

-

20 hours
30 hours
10 hours

20 hours

when needed
when needed
Every 2 years
when needed

-

-

-

-

Every 2 years

-

-

-

-

Every 2 years

-

-

-

-

-

-

25.-spokes and front wheel

-

10 hours

-

-

26.-spokes and rear wheel

-

10 hours

-

-

27.-chain guide
28.-chain guide wear
29.-chain guide shoe

20 hours
20 hours
10 hours
-

30 hours

when
needed
-

20 hours
-

30.-front suspension

when
needed
-

Every 4 years
when needed
use Loctite 243 for
the spokes
when needed
use Loctite 243 for
the spokes
when needed

10 hours

20 hours

when needed

-

-

20 hours

-

when needed

-

-

-

-

when
needed

10 hours

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

20 hours

16.-coolant
17.-Radiator tube and
connections
18.-brakes adjustment
19.-brakes wear
20.-Brake fluid
21.-Brake fluid level
22.-brake pump piston and
dust cover
23.-brake piston and dust
cover
24.-brake hose

31.-front suspension oil
32.-bolts, nuts and
fasteners
33.-petrol tube
34.-fuel system

34

Check /
Inspect

35.-steering head
adjustment
36.-General lubrication

when needed

-

-

Maintenance
37.-steering bearing
38.-Wheel bearing
39.-swingarm and linkage

30 hours
20 hours

40.-rear suspension

Every 2 years

41.-chain
42.-tires

5 hours
12 hours slow
charge

43.-Battery charge

when
needed
10 hours
-

when needed
when needed

-

30 hours
20 hours

when needed

-

-

when needed
when needed

-

-

-

-

-

-

* If the vehicle is used in competition, maintenance intervals should be shortened.
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1

1. CLUTCH
The clutch lever can be adjusted to your
comfort.
To regulate it, perform the following:
• With the wheel (1) adjust the distance from
the lever to the handlebar depending on the
comfort of the rider.
The assembly is designed so that the position
of the lever is not altered in operation.
DANGER
This model uses MAGURA FOR CLUTCH
COMMAND mineral oil for the clutch hydraulic
circuit.
2. CLUTCH DISCS
For this check, adjustment, or change, please
contact your official RIEJU service centre.

3

2

3. THROTTLE CABLE
• Check that the throttle control (1) turns
smoothly.
• Check that the control has a play of 2 ~ 3
mm.
• If the play is incorrect, loosen the locking
nut (2) at the end of the throttle cable, turn
the adjuster (3) to obtain optimum play.
• Tighten locking nut again.
• If the free play cannot be established by
adjusting the cable, remove the cable shield
in the carburettor, tighten it with a tensioner
at the end of the cable, tighten the locking
nut and reinstall the guard.
4. SPARK PLUG
The standard spark plug (Denso W24ESR-U or
NGK BR8EG on 250/300cc) must be tightened
to 25 Nm.
The spark plug has to be removed periodically
to check the distance between electrodes (0.7
~ 0.8 mm). If the spark plug contains oil or
cinder, wipe it with a wire brush or similar.
Measure the distance between electrodes with
a gauge and adjust in case it is incorrect
bending the outer electrode. If the spark plug
electrodes are rusty, damaged, or the insulation
is broken, replace the spark plug.
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NOTE: Inspect every 10 hours and replace
every 20 hours.

Maintenance
To find the correct temperature at which the
spark plug should work, remove it and examine
the ceramic insulator around the electrode. If
the ceramic has a light brown colour, the
temperature of the spark plug matches that of
the engine. If the ceramic is white, the spark
plug should be replaced by a colder one. If it is
black you must replace it with a warmer one.
NOTE: If engine performance drops, replace
spark plug to regain normal performance.

5. AIR FILTER
Removing the filter
To access the air filter, remove the left side
cover-

1. Remove the left side cover by pulling it by
its three ends.

2. Remove the filter handle

3. Remove the air filter.
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Cleaning the filter
1. Clean inside the filter box with a damp cloth
(1).
2. Remove the cage (2) from the air filter (3).
3. Clean the filter in a liquid bath for cleaning
filters using a soft brush.
4. Squeeze and dry with a clean cloth. Do not
touch the filter or ventilate it, because it can
become damaged.
5. Install the filter in the cage and cover the
filter lip (4) with a thick layer of grease to
ensure the closure and prevent dirt from
getting in.

1

DANGER

2

3

A clogged air filter allows dirt to enter the
engine causing excessive wear and damage.
Inspect it without fail, before and after each
race or session. Clean if necessary.
Clean the filter in a ventilated area and make
sure there are no sparks or flames near the
work place (include a powerful light bulb). Do
not use petrol to clean the filter as this may
cause an explosion.
.
WARNING

4
•

•

Inspect the filter for damage. If it is
damaged replace it or dirt will get into the
carburettor.
Grease all air filter connections and screws
and inlets.

6. CARBURETTOR
Idle adjustment
This is carried out by adjusting the air screw (1)
and the idle screw (2).

1
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1. Turn the air screw clockwise until it reaches
the top of its travel and open 1 turn and 1/4.
2. Heat the engine, turn the idle screw, adjust
the idle speed. If there are no references,
turn the screw until the engine stops.

Maintenance
3. Tighten the idle screw slightly.
4. Accelerate and decelerate a few times to
ensure that the idle does not change.
Readjust if necessary
DANGER
Riding with a damaged throttle cable can be
dangerous.
Check that the throttle cable has a minimum
clearance of 3mm on the control.
With the engine at idle, turn the handlebar in
both directions. If the engine is stalled or
accelerated with the handlebar movement, the
throttle cable has been improperly adjusted or
is in poor condition. Make sure to correct it
before riding the bike.
7. TRANSMISSION OIL
For the transmission and clutch to work
properly, keep the transmission oil at the
optimum level and replace it periodically. A
motorcycle with insufficient, deteriorated or
contaminated transmission oil can accelerate
wear and damage transmission.

1

2

2

Checking the oil level
1. If the bike has been used wait a few
minutes.
2. Check the oil level using the level indicator
on the lower right side of the engine (1).
3. The oil level must be between the maximum
and the minimum.
4. If the level is too high, remove the excess
through the drain plug (2).
5. If the level is low, add the required amount
of oil by opening the cap. Use the same
type and brand of oil as you already had in
the engine. Si la moto ha sido usada
esperar unos minutos.
Transmission oil
Recommended oil: LIQUI MOLY MOTORBIKE
SYNTH 5W40 OFFROAD RACE
Synthetic motor oil API SJ; ACEA A3; JASO
MA-2
Capacity: 900 cc
NOTE: To achieve the proper engine oil
temperature and to accurately measure the oil
level, the engine must have cooled down
completely, and then it must have been heated
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again for a few minutes at normal operating
temperature.

Transmission oil change
Transmission
oil
should
be
changed
periodically to ensure engine life.
1. Heat the engine for 5 minutes for the oil to
raise any sediment.
2. Stop the engine and place a container
under the engine.
3. Remove the oil drain screw (see Checking
the oil level) and put the motorcycle in the
use position to allow all oil to escape.
4. Remove the fill plug (1) to ensure a better
draining.
5. Thoroughly clean the magnet of the drain
screw.
6. Screw in the oil drain with its O-ring, and
tighten it to 20 Nm.
7. Remove the fill plug (see Checking the oil
level) and pour new transmission oil in.
8. Check the oil level, after operating the kickstarter 3 or 4 times.
9. Screw the oil filler cap.

1

8. PISTON AND RING
For this check, adjustment, or change, please
contact your official RIEJU service centre.
9. CYLINDER HEAD, CYLINDER AND
EXHAUST VALVE
For this check, adjustment, or change, please
contact your official RIEJU service centre.

1
2

3
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10. EXHAUST SYSTEM
The exhaust and muffler reduce noise and
conduct gases away from the rider. If the
exhaust is damaged, rusted, hit or cracked,
replace it with a new one. Replace the muffler
fibre if noise becomes too high or the engine
performance decreases.
Exhaust cleaning
For this check, adjustment, or change, please
contact your official RIEJU service centre.
Replacing the muffler
1. Remove the clamp screw from the muffler
(1).
2. Remove the lower clamp screw (2) from the

Maintenance
muffler (3) and remove it by pulling back.
3. Disconnect the muffler from the joint (arrow.
4. Replace the muffler and reassemble the
assembly.
11. MUFFLER FIBRE
The muffler of your RIEJU is an absorption
muffler. The absorbent element is the muffler
fibre. If there is an increase in exhaust noise,
the muffler fibre must be replaced.
Replacing the muffler fibre
Once the muffler is removed, (see Replacing
the muffler). Remove the 4 screws (1).
1. Remove the inside of the muffler.
2. Replace the muffler fibre (2) by winding it to
the inner tube.
3. Insert the fibre around the exhaust pipe (3)
into the rear end of the muffler.
4. Reassemble the assembly.

1

12. CONNECTING ROD AND BEARINGS
For this check, adjustment, or change, please
contact your official RIEJU service centre.

2

3

13. KICK-STARTER AND GEAR SHIFT
PEDAL
Lubricate the moving and articulated parts with
oil or grease, excessive lubrication can cause
your boots to slip on the pedals.
14. RUBBER GASKET EXHAUST/SILENCER
For this check, adjustment, or change, please
contact your official RIEJU service centre.
15. MOTOR BEARINGS
For this check, adjustment, or change, please
contact your official RIEJU service centre.
16. COOLANT
The coolant absorbs excessive heat from the
engine and transfers it to the air through the
radiator. If the fluid level drops, the engine
overheats and can severely damage it. Check
your fluid level every day before riding your
RIEJU.
To protect the aluminium parts of the cooling
system (engine and radiator) from rust and
corrosion, use chemical inhibitors in the
essence of coolant. If an anticorrosive liquid
were not used, after a while the radiator would
rust. This would obstruct the cooling tubes.
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NOTE: Initially, a permanent-type antifreeze is
used at the factory. It is green, contains 30%
ethylene glycol and has a freezing point of 18ºC.
DANGER
Chemical liquids are harmful to the human
body. Follow the manufacturer's instructions.

WARNING
Use of incorrect liquid solutions can cause
damage to the engine and cooling system.
Use coolant with anti-corrosive specific for
aluminium engines and radiators according to
the manufacturer's instructions.

1
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Coolant level
1. Put the motorcycle in the use position.
2. Unscrew the radiator cap (1) anticlockwise
and wait a few seconds for the vapours to
escape. Then tighten and turn in the same
direction to complete the removal of the
plug.
3. Check the coolant level. The liquid should
be just below the rubber stopper of the cap.
4. If the liquid level is low, add the required
amount through the fill opening.
Recommended
liquid:
LIQUI
MOLY
COOLANT READY RAF12+

Maintenance

2

Change coolant
It must be changed periodically for a long
engine life.
1. Wait for the engine to cool completely.
2. Put the motorcycle in the use position.
3. Remove the radiator cap.
4. Place a container under the drain screw (2)
which is located on the underside of the
water pump cover. Drain the radiator and
engine fluid by unscrewing.
5. Fill the radiator to the rim of the cap and fit
the radiator cap.
6. Check the cooling system for leaks.
7. Start the engine, warm it up and finally stop
it.
8. Check the coolant level when the engine
cools down. Add liquid to the stopper if
necessary.

DANGER
To avoid burns do not remove the radiator cap
or try to change the liquid when the engine is
still hot. Wait until it cools down.
DANGER
If liquid falls on the tires it makes them more
slippery and can cause an accident.
Immediately clean any liquid that may fall into
the chassis, engine or wheels.
Inspect the old liquid. White spots on the liquid
will mean that the aluminium parts of the
cooling system are corroded. If the liquid is
brown it is because the steel or iron parts of the
system are rusted. In both cases clean the
system.
WARNING
Tighten the drain screw on the water pump to 9
Nm. Replace the gaskets with new ones.
Check for any damage, loss or lack of seals in
the cooling system.
Cold countries should adjust the antifreeze
capacity to their minimum temperature with a
margin of -5ºC.
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17. RADIATOR TUBE AND CONNECTIONS
Radiator tubes
Check that the radiator tubes are not cut or
damaged and that the connections are not
leaking.

1
1

Radiator
Check that the radiator fins (1) are not
obstructed (insects or mud). Clean the
obstructions with a low pressure water jet.

WARNING
Using high pressure water can damage radiator
fins and reduce their effectiveness.
Do not obstruct or divert the air intake to the
radiator by installing unauthorized accessories.
Interference in the radiator can overheat and
damage the engine.

18. BRAKES ADJUSTMENT

2
1

Front brake lever:
Adjust the brake lever (1) until you feel
comfortable. To adjust it, loosen the nut (2).
After adjusting it, tighten securely. Check that
the brake responds correctly.
Rear brake pedal:
When the brake pedal (3) is in the rest position
you should have a play of 5-7 mm.
Check the brake for correct response and do
not rub it.
DANGER

3
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If the brake pedal or brake lever feels spongy
when actuated, it may be because there is air in
the pump or circuit corresponding to each
brake, or that a component of the
corresponding brake system is in poor
condition.
Since it is dangerous to ride in these conditions
check the brakes immediately, for this we
recommend you go to your official RIEJUS
service centre.

Maintenance
19. BRAKES WEAR
If the thickness of any of the brake pads on the
front or rear disc is less than 1mm, a complete
change of the affected pad set must be carried
out.

1
DANGER
Check that the thickness of the discs is at least
3 mm on the front and 3.5 mm on the rear.
WARNING
For this change we recommend that you go to
your official RIEJU service centre who, in
addition, will check the possible wear of your
brake discs.

1

Changing the front brake pads
To change the front brake pads, follow these
steps:
1. Loosen the pin (1) and remove it.
2. Remove the pads (2)

2

4

3. Put a paper or cloth around the brake fluid
tank to prevent it from falling. Open the
cover by loosening the screws (3). NOTE:
For better access it is recommended to
loosen the screw (4) and turn the throttle
assembly.

3

5

4. Remove the cover (5) ensuring that no
brake fluid falls out of the tank.
5. Retract the two calliper pistons so as not to
damage them.
6. Install the new pads.
7. Attach the pin.
8. Replace the cap of the tank.
9. Operate the brake lever several times until
you get the proper feel.
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Changing the rear brake pads
To change the rear brake pads follow these
steps:
1. Remove the pin protector (1).

1

2. Loosen and remove the pin (2).

2

3. Remove the pads (3).

3
4. Keep the metal plate (4) and the fibre plate
(5) in case the new pads do not have them.

4

5

5. Loosen the screws (6) and remove the cap
of the brake fluid tank.

6
6. Put a paper or cloth around the brake fluid
tank to prevent it from falling.

7. Retract the calliper piston so as not to
damage it.
8. Install the new brake pads
9. Attach the pin and its protector.
10. Replace the cap of the tank.
11. Operate the brake pedal several times until
you get the proper feel.
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20. BRAKE FLUID
Inspect the brake fluid and replace it
periodically. It must also be changed if it is
contaminated with water or dirt.
Recommended liquid: LIQUI MOLY DOT4.
DANGER
Do not mix different types of brake fluid. The
liquid used to fill or renew the circuit must meet
the standard specified on the liquid tank of each
circuit. Therefore, the rear brake must use DOT
4.
It should never change its specification, always
adhere to the DOT 4 specification, it is not
important that the brake fluid is of the same
brand, but it is NECESSARY that it is of the
same specification.
Do not use fluid from a container that is not
sealed (unopened) at origin. NEVER use brake
fluid from an unsealed container or, of course,
brake fluid that has already been used.
21. BRAKE FLUID LEVEL
The front (1) and rear (2) liquid tanks must be
at least half full. If liquid is missing, it should be
added.

1

WARNING
Do not pour brake fluid onto painted surfaces.

DANGER
Check for leaks.
Check for damage to brake hoses.

2
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22. BRAKE PUMP PISTON AND DUST
COVER (FRONT AND REAR)
For this check, adjustment, or change, please
contact your official RIEJU service centre.
23. CALLIPER PISTON AND DUST COVER
(ALL CALLIPERS)
For this check, adjustment, or change, please
contact your official RIEJU service centre.
24. BRAKE HOSES
For this check, adjustment, or change, please
contact your official RIEJU service centre.
25. and 26 SPOKES AND WHEELS
The spokes must be evenly tightened and must
not have any play, making the tire off-centre,
the other spokes would resent and could
rupture.

2

3

1

Centring the wheel:
Place a dial indicator next to the rim (1) and
turn the wheel to measure the axial centring.
Place the dial on the inside of the
circumference of the rim (2), turn the wheel and
the difference between the highest and the
lowest amount is the centring.
If it is slightly off centre it can be corrected by
loosening or tightening some spokes with the
spindle tensioning wrench (3). If the tire is bent
or curved it should be replaced.
NOTE: A welded area on the rim may show
excessive de-centring. Ignore it when
measuring the centring.
WARNING
Interventions on tires and spokes require the
assistance of a specialist, so we recommend
that you go to your official RIEJU service
centre.
27. CHAIN GUIDE
Lubricate the chain guide (4) with the same
product used to lubricate the chain.
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28. CHAIN GUIDE WEAR
Check the state of the inner faces of the chain
guide, where the chain passes, depending on
its state, it must be replaced.

Maintenance
29. CHAIN GUIDE SHOE
Visually check the top and bottom of the chain
shoe (5) on the swingarm (6). If it is worn or
damaged, replace it.
Lubricate the chain guide with the same
lubrication product as the chain.

5
6

30. FRONT SUSPENSION
Front suspension air purge
To purge the air from the front suspension
follow these steps:
1. Place the bike on an easel or stable
support. The front fork must be fully
extended.

1

Change of fork spring
In case you need to change the front fork
spring, follow these steps:
1. Remove the bar from the suspension
flanges.
2. Loosen the upper nut of the fork.

3
4
1

3. Remove the inner oil from the fork.
4. Loosen the lower nut of the fork.
5. Remove the inner cartridge.
6. Remove the spring.
Replace the spring and follow the steps in
reverse order to assemble it.

4
WARNING

5

Make sure that the brake and clutch fluid tanks
are always vertical, otherwise both systems
must be bleed again.

5

6
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31. FRONT SUSPENSION OIL
Adjusting the oil volume
To adjust the oil volume you must first remove
the spring, follow the steps described in
"Change of fork spring". Provide a graduated
cylinder for liquids in which you must enter the
indicated volume of recommended oil (in each
bottle).
Slowly insert the oil from the graduated cylinder
into the fork tube.
And to ensure the correct bleeding of the
hydraulic push the rod gently and alternatively
throughout its entire length (up and down),
several times, until its stops.
Reassemble the fork cap assembly.
Scrupulously respect the fill volume, since on
this depends the level of oil in the inside of the
fork and its correct operation.
Recommended oil KYB 48: KYB 01M Oil for
closed cartridge suspension.
Oil volume: 350 ml.

32. BOLTS, NUTS AND FASTENERS
Every day before using the bike, you should
check that all nuts and bolts are tightened. Also
check that the other fasteners are in place and
in good condition.

1

33. PETROL TUBE
If you observe a pinch (narrowing) in the pipe
(1) in any location (usually in the petrol inlet to
the carburettor and at the outlet of the petrol
cock), or symptoms of cracking on the surface,
it is imperative to change the petrol tube.
DANGER
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Riding with a damaged petrol tube or simply
starting the engine can result in a fire
and
consequently
an
accident
(and
corresponding injuries)
ALWAYS USE THE ORIGINAL PETROL
TUBE, YOUR OFFICIAL RIEJU SERVICE
CENTRE WILL PROVIDE YOU WITH ONE.
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34. FUEL SYSTEM
Check the status of: The rubber of the tank cap,
the tank cap, the tank breather tube and the
tank.
35. STEERING HEAD ADJUSTMENT
The steering should always be adjusted so that
the handlebar rotates freely, but without play.
To check the steering adjustment, lift the bike
off the ground, using a bracket under the
chassis. Move the handlebar gently to each
side, if when letting go of the handlebar it
continues to move by itself, it means that the
steering is not too tight.

1

Squat down in front of the motorcycle, grip the
lower part of the front fork (in the shaft), push
and pull the fork (1). If there is play, the steering
is too loose.
If the steering must be adjusted:
1. Stabilize the motorcycle with the stand or
with a special bench.

2

2. Keep the front wheel from touching the
ground.

3. Remove the handlebar by loosening the
screws on the handlebar clamps (2) and
removing the upper flanges.

3

4. Loosen the steering axle nut (3).

4
5. Turn the steering nut (4) with the special
wrench to obtain a suitable adjustment.
6. Tighten the steering axle nut.
7. Recheck the
necessary.

steering

and

reset

if

8. Install the disassembled parts.
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36. GENERAL LUBRICATION
Lubricate the parts shown, periodically or when
the vehicle is wet, especially after using highpressure water. Before lubricating each part,
clean the rusted parts with antioxidant and
remove any remaining grease, oil or dirt.
General lubrication
• Clutch lever (1).
• Front brake lever (2).

4

•
•

Rear brake pedal (3).
Rear brake pedal bearing (4).

•

Gear shift lever (5).

3

Use a spray with a tube to lubricate with
pressure.
Use grease inside the throttle cable.

5

Chain lubrication
This is necessary after riding on wet ground
when the chain looks dry.
Its chain is made of seals, therefore you must
use a specific lubricant for this type of chain.
Your official RIEJU service centre will gladly
supply you with one.
37. STEERING BEARING
For this check, adjustment, or change, please
contact your official RIEJU service centre.
38. WHEEL BEARING
For this check, adjustment, or change, please
contact your official RIEJU service centre.
39. SWINGARM AND LINKAGE
For this check, adjustment, or change, please
contact your official RIEJU service centre.
40. REAR SUSPENSION
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Shock absorber oil change
For this check, adjustment, or change, please
contact your official RIEJU service centre.

Maintenance
1

1

Removing the shock absorber
To remove the rear shock absorber from its
location in the frame, follow these steps:
1. Stabilize the motorcycle with a central stand
or with a special bench.

2. Keep the rear wheel from touching the
ground with the help of a chock.
3. Loosen the exhaust clamping screws (1)

2

4. Disengage the exhaust springs (2)

3

5. Unscrew the shock absorber from the
underside of the rocker arm (3).

4

6. Remove the screw and release the rocker
arm (4).

5

7. Loosen the top screw of the shock absorber
to the frame (5).
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6

8. Remove the upper shock screw from the
shock absorber to the frame (6)

7

9. Carefully remove the shock absorber from
the right side of the motorcycle as illustrated
in the photograph (7).

To reassemble the shock absorber on the
motorcycle, follow the same steps in
reverse order
41. CHAIN
The secondary transmission (chain, sprockets
and guides) of your motorcycle supports
undergoes hard work. It is also one of the most
important assemblies for your SAFETY.
It requires constant maintenance and obviously,
correct maintenance.

2
1
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Chain tension
1. Motorcycle without load and with the side
stand out: There should be a space of 30 ~
36 mm. between the chain and the
swingarm in the rear area of the chain
guide. You can check with your fingers, but
without overly forcing it.
2. Loosen the rear axle nut (1).
3. Find the point of maximum tension on the
chain.
4. Using the nuts (2) of the tensioner, align the
alignment of the chain on both ends of the
swingarm using the notches on the
swingarm and the lugs on the adjusters.
5. Tighten the nuts (2).
6. Tighten the nut (1).
7. Check again at the point of maximum
tension and re-adjust it if necessary.
The chain tension is a constant check. The
state of the chain itself must be checked
visually, as well as the guide and the sprockets.
Usually, when a chain is overused, or stretched
more than 2%, it should be replaced. Usually
this is the right time to change the guide, the

Maintenance
front and rear sprockets. This is for practical,
economic and SAFETY reasons. A chain at the
limit of its use has partially worn the teeth rear
sprocket, guide, etc. If you install a new chain
and do not change the other components, its
life will be shortened by 40% and the alreadydeteriorated elements such as the front and
rear sprocket will reach the end of their life
quickly. In the medium and long term, the
economic thing is to change the complete
transmission kit at each chain change. Your
official RIEJU service centre will gladly supply
you with one.
Lubrication: Its chain is of the type that has
seals, this requires a special lubricant, use the
same lubricant for the guide, the chain guide
shoe and the front and rear sprocket.
NOTE: We recommend you always have the
chain correctly lubricated, those chains that go
dry, lubricated, dried, shorten their life and that
of the components that surround them to a
significant extent.

42. TIRES
Check that the tires are not worn, cracked or
damaged. Otherwise change for new tires of
the characteristics shown in the technical sheet,
with load index and minimum speed: front 41J,
rear 52J. Also check that they are at the correct
pressure.
Recommended pressure:
1,2 bar - (Standard Use)
**1 bar - (Competition Use)
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43. BATTERY CHARGE
The battery ( HJTZ7S-FP Z) is maintenance
free
4.5 Ah / 12.8 V / 14.4 V / 270cca
Capacity / Voltage / Charging voltage limit
Battery change
The battery is located under the seat, inside the
battery case. To change it, perform the
following steps:
1. Loosen the seat retaining screw (1) and
remove it slightly by pulling it back.
2. Loosen and tighten the battery terminals.

1

Replace the battery with a new one and follow
the steps in reverse order to assemble it.
Battery charger data
- Minimum voltage before starting the
charging process 9v.
- When charging is complete, unplug the
charger from the battery.
- Once charged, leave the battery between 1
to 2 hours before checking the voltage. If it
is less than 10v, change it.
- Recharge the battery periodically.
- If you do not use the motorcycle, recharge
every 3 months.

2

Use the battery charger for lithium
batteries with the following technical
characteristics:
technical characteristics:
12.8V LiFePO4 Battery
AC Input Voltage 100-240V 50/60Hz
Output Voltage 14.2V ± 0.2V
Output current 2A ± 0.1A
DANGER
Do not handle or try to open the battery, the
electrolyte and gases are toxic and can cause
serious injury.
Keep the battery out of the reach of children.
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Settings
Introduction
The settings chapter is for a user with high
mechanical knowledge and experience.
Otherwise these adjustments must be carried
out by your official RIEJU service centre.

Carburator setting
Opening of the throttle valve and influences
The elements of the carburettor that alter the
composition of the mixture depending on the
opening of the gate (load or gas), depends on
the opening of the same:
• Zone A: from 0 to ⅛ of load (opening of the
throttle). Its regulation depends on the idle
screws and the regulation of the mixture
and of the idle jet (low or minimum).
• Zone B: from ⅛ to ¼ load. Influenced
mainly by the height of the slide bezel.
• Zone C: from ¼ to ¾ load. The carburettor
needle is responsible.
• Zone D: from ¾ to full load. The main jet is
responsible for this.

D

C
B
A

1

2
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Idle jet and mixing screw
This controls the mixture from the closed
position to ⅛ load, but has little effect on the
total opening. To adjust the mixture, the air
screw can be turned to change the air flow, or
change the idle jet so that more or less petrol
goes in. First turn the air screw. Screwing it
inwards enriches the mixture. The air screw
must be turned from a fully closed position.
Change with half turn increments. If turning the
screw from 1 to 2.5 turns does not yield the
desired result, change one step in the minimum
idle jet (1) and tune with the air screw (2).

Settings
3
1

2

Carburettor needle
The needle and the needle diffuser together
have an effect from 25% to 75% load. The
needle moves inside the diffuser; when the
needle narrows, from being cylindrical (1) to
being conical (2), its position determines the
amount of fuel admitted.
At the top of the needle there are five slots (3)
where the clip is attached. This clip places the
needle in the throttle valve and determines the
relative position to the diffuser (that is why the
mixture is enriched). Moving the clip up
impoverishes the mixture. Change the position
of the clip step by step (the cylindrical part of
the needle affects the response of the throttle
valve to its small openings).
The position of the clip is set by counting from
the top position, which is the one that implies
greater closure of fuel passage through the
diffuser.
Main jet
It has a greater effect from 75% to 100% load.
The number printed on the bottom of the jet (1)
indicates the flow of petrol passing through the
hole. A larger number corresponds to a larger
hole, more petrol passes through.
: Never use the "jet gauge sets" that are on the
market. Their use is INCORRECT. Always use
new and unmanned jets (sealed in their bags)
of original replacement.
DANGER
Petrol is extremely flammable and can be
explosive under certain conditions.
Whenever you handle the carburettor, stop the
engine and do not smoke. Make sure the area
is ventilated and there are no sparks or flames
nearby (includes light from a bulb).
Reference carburetion (competition only)
200cc
250cc
300cc
Main jet
185
175
175
Idle jet
45
42
42
Needle
NOZI
N1EF
Needle position
3rd from above
Throttle valve
6
7
7
Air screw
1 and 1/2 turns from closed
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Correction factors 250 / 300cc.
(For changes in height or temperature).

Needle position / Air screw opening
Correction factor
1.06 or higher
Needle position
Lower clip 1 position
Opening screw free
Tighten 1 turn
NOTE: The values are indicative only

1,06~1,02
Same
Tighten ½ turn

1,02~0,98
Same
Same

0,98~0,94
Same
Loosen ½ turn

0,94 or less
Raise clip 1 position
Loosen 1 turn

1. Find the correction factor to adjust
carburizing.
Example: 1000 m height and temperature
of 35°C, correction 0.94.
2. Using the correction factor, select the main
jet.
Example: Factor 0.94, you must multiply
the main jet by this number. Main jet = 175
x 0.94 = 165.
3. Find your correction factor for the needle
and air screw in the table and change the
position of the clip and the air screw
opening.
Example: Lift up the needle clip and turn
the air screw one turn.
WARNING
To make corrections always take as a basis the
competition carburetion. Do not make changes
until you are sure they are needed. The
specifications are based on the use of
recommended petrol and oil.
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Secondary transmission ratio
Secondary transmission ratio can be modified
by changing the front and/or rear sprockets.
The available sizes of sprockets in RIEJU are
as follows.
Rear sprockets: 39, 40, 42, 44, 46, 47, 48, 49,
50, 51, 52.
Front sprockets: 12, 13.
If the ratio is shortened, your RIEJU will lose
top speed but gain in acceleration and at low
speeds will be more manageable on difficult
terrain.
NOTE: Pay attention to engine rpm.
If the ratio is extended, your RIEJU will gain top
speed but will lose acceleration and
manageability at low speeds.

Suspension setting
AVAILABLE SETTINGS
Your motorcycle has adjustable suspensions,
these adjustable settings are:

KYB

2

1

Front fork (KYB)
• Rebound (3) - located at the bottom of the
fork.
• Compression (2) - located at the top of the
fork.
• Air purge (1) - located at the top of the fork.
• Oil volume - 350 ml. (KY B 010M Oil)

3
The volume of the oil in the fork, affects the
level of the same inside and may be adjusted.
A change in the volume, and therefore of the oil
level will not affect the first part of the
suspension travel, but it will affect the final part.
When the volume/oil level is increased, the
suspension is more progressive and the action
of the front fork is harder at the end of the
travel.
When the volume/oil level is lowered, the
suspension is less progressive and the action
of the fork is less hard at the end of the travel.
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If it is fork bottoming, it is recommended to
slightly increase the oil level (approx 10 ml.).
WARNING
Make sure that both fork bottles have the same
volume/oil level for regular performance.
SUSPENSION SETTINGS

From 65 to 75kg. 4,0 N/mm
From 75 to 85kg. 4,2 N/mm (STD)
From 85 to 95kg. 4,4 N/mm
Comfort

18 clicks from closed

Standard

14 clicks from closed

Sport

10 clicks from closed

Comfort

18 clicks from closed

Standard

14 clicks from closed

Sport

10 clicks from closed

Compression Compression Rebound Spring
High Speed
Low Speed

Compression Rebound Spring

KYB
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KYB
200/250/300
From 65 to 75kg. 50 N/mm
From 75 to 85kg. 52 N/mm (STD)
From 85 to 95kg. 54 N/mm
Comfort
12 clicks from closed
Standard

10 clicks from closed

Sport

8 clicks from closed

Comfort

14 clicks from closed

Standard

12 clicks from closed

Sport

10 clicks from closed

Comfort

1-6/8

Standard

1-3/8

Sport

1

Settings
2

REAR SHOCK ABSORBER (KYB).

4

•
•
•

1

3
•

Standard: 260 mm

Rebound (1) - located at the bottom of the
shock absorber.
Low speed compression (2) - located at the
top of the shock absorber (screw).
High speed of compression 17mm. located at the top of the shock absorber (4)
Standard spring preload (3) - 248 mm,
adjustable between 243 and 255 mm
between its support planes.
– K spring /250/300cc: 52N/m –
ideal rider weight 75-85 kg.

Rango: 243-255 mm
Setting length: 248 mm

1

STATIC SAG
To regulate the sag of the suspension follow
the following steps:
1. Put the bike on an stand that allows you to
keep the rear wheel in the air steadily.
2. Measure the vertical distance (1) between
the rear axle nut and the upper fixed point.
3. Lower the bike from the stand and place it
with both wheels on the floor (not resting on
the side stand).
4. Measure the vertical distance between the
rear axle nut and the upper fixed point.
If the difference between the measurements is
different from 35 ± 5 mm, vary the pre-load of
the shock absorber until it is obtained.
The sag with the rider above the motorcycle
should be 100 ± 5 mm.
CORRECTION ACCORDING TO TYPE OF
TERRAIN
Always leave the standard settings and only
make changes if necessary.
•

Hard ground
Smooth the compression damping settings
on both the fork and the shock absorber.

•

Sandy ground
Tighten the compression damping or
replace the spring with a harder one on the
fork. Hardening the compression and
especially the rebound in the rear shock
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absorber can also help reduce the pre-load
of the spring.
•

Muddy ground
Tighten the compression damping or
replace the spring with a harder one on the
fork. Hardening the compression and the
rebound in the rear shock absorber, can
also help increase the pre-load of the
spring.

ADJUSTING YOUR MOTORCYCLE
Compression
•

If you notice that the motorcycle wobbles or
fluctuates widely even if the speed and
obstacles are small, if it has a low driving
position or has a tendency to bottom on
downhill, you should should harden the
settings regarding the compression of both
the fork and the shock absorber. If it cannot
be corrected, it may be indicative of a too
soft or fatigued spring, as well as low or
insufficient SA E oil internally in the fork.

•

If the motorcycle feels hard, especially over
bumps, together with a lack of rear wheel
traction
and
strong
impacts
from
irregularities, you should soften the
adjustment of the compression of both the
fork and the shock absorber. If it cannot be
corrected, it can be indicative of too hard a
spring or an excessive oil level in the fork.

Rebound
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•

If the motorcycle feels unstable or soft, if it
easily loses its direction or oscillates widely,
although the speed and obstacles are
small, you must tighten the adjustment of
the rebound in both the fork and the shock
absorber. If it cannot be corrected, it may
be indicative of a too soft or fatigued spring,
as well as low or insufficient SAE oil
internally in the fork.

•

If the motorcycle is rigid with short
suspension travel, along with lack of rear
wheel traction and strong impacts of
irregularities, you should soften the
adjustment of the rebound in both the fork

Settings
extension and the shock absorber. If it
cannot be corrected, it can be indicative of
too hard a spring or an excessive oil level in
the fork.
WARNING
Make only one adjustment on the set each time
and test the effect it has on the motorcycle.
Suspension adjustment is a very critical
adjustment, because if it is not done correctly it
can deprive even the best rider of full
performance on the motorcycle.
Check the suspension according to the rider
and the terrain conditions.
When adjusting the suspension, you should not
forget:
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

•

•

If the bike is new, get used to the
suspension for at least one hour of driving
before making any changes.
The factors to take into account are the
weight of the rider, skill of the rider and the
conditions of the terrain.
If you have a problem, try changing your
position on the bike to resolve it.
The suspension must be adjusted to the
rider's strengths. If you are fast on turns,
you must adjust the suspension to this
point.
Make changes in small increments as it is
very easy to get past.
The front and rear suspension must be
balanced.
When evaluating suspension, the rider must
strive to ride consciously and recognize the
effects of the change. A poor driver's
position and/or fatigue will lead to an
incorrect judgement of the settings.
When the change for a particular terrain is
well adjusted, the references should be
noted for when you encounter similar terrain
the next time.
Lubricate the swingarm bearings, tie-rods,
rocker arms and joints before making
changes to prevent excessive friction
affecting suspension operation.
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ADJUSTMENT OF THE PRE-LOADING OF
THE CENTRIFUGAL SPRING

1
2
3

4

Dismantling and adjustment:
1. Remove the plug (1) with a 27mm wrench.
2. Secure the adjustment screw (2) with a
2.5mm Allen key and loosen the locknut (3)
with a 6mm angled spanner.
3. Tighten the screw (2) to the bottom and
then
tighten
according
to
the
recommendation table.
Assembly:
1. Secure the rotation of the adjustment screw
(2) with a 2.5mm Allen key and tighten the
locknut (3) with a 6mm angled spanner in
order to lock the adjustment system.
2. Ensure the correct positioning and condition
of the copper gasket (4) replace the plug (1)
and tighten with a 27mm spanner and a
maximum torque of 25Nm.

Adjustment
1 turn
1,5 turn
2 turns
(standar)
2,5 turns
3 turns
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Pre-load value
(mm)
14.2 (250/300)

Site conditions or
circuit type
No grip (snow or mud)

14.6 (250/300)

Difficult grip or technical
circuit
Correct grip or
combination circuit
Fast circuit
Very fast circuit

15 (250/300)
15.4 (250/300)
15.8 (200/250/300)

Engine performance.
Power and RPM
limitation
Smooth power delivery
Optimum/standard
Live engine
Low torque at low RPM
and aggressive engine

Troubleshooting

Troubleshooting
FAULT

CAUSE

SOLUTION

Contact the official RIEJU official
service.
Contact the official RIEJU official
Seized cylinder / piston /
connecting rod.
service.
Seized transmission assembly. Contact the official RIEJU official
service.

Engine does not
crank.

Seized crankshaft.

The electric
starter does not
crank1

The starter relay fuse is blown
The battery is not charged

Remove seat and check fuse.
Remove the seat and check the
charge.

The engine will
not start.

Motorcycle has been inactive
for a long time

Discharge the old fuel from the
tank. When the tank is full of new
fuel,
the
engine
will
start
immediately.
Clean or dry the spark plug. if
necessary, change it.
To unflood the engine, close the
petrol, remove the spark plug,
engage a gear and push the
motorcycle several meters with the
throttle fully open.
Visually you will know when the
pre-compression crankcase has
been emptied. Mount the spark
plug and start the bike. it is possible
you may have to remove the spark
plug again, if the pushing operation
of the motorcycle has not been
enough, the spark plug will get wet
and must be cleaned. Repeat the
push operation, fit the spark plug
and the engine will start.

Dirty or wet spark plug.
The engine is flooded.

DANGER

Incorrect air/petrol mixture.
Exhaust valve opened.
The engine starts Incorrect air supply.
but stops again.
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Lack of fuel.

For your safety you must wrap the
spark plug cap with a dry cloth. This
will avoid a possible spark jump.
Clean the fuel tank breather. Adjust
the air filter duct.
Check the exhaust valve and
correct it.
Close the choke. Clean the fuel
tank breather hose. Adjust the air
filter duct.
Fill the fuel tank.

Troubleshooting
FAULT
The engine
overheats.

CAUSE
Lack of coolant.
Radiator clogged or dirty.

It runs unevenly.

Spark plug dirty, broken or
incorrectly adjusted.
Spark plug cap problem.

Ignition rotor damaged.
Water in the fuel.
The engine lacks
power or
accelerates
poorly.

SOLUTION
Add coolant. Check the cooling
system for leaks.
Clean radiator fins or replace them.
check the condition of the spark
plug and clean it, adjust it or
replace it.
Check the condition of the spark
plug cap. Check the good contact
of the cable with the cap and the
cable itself. Change what is
damaged.
Change the rotor.
Empty the tank and put new fuel in

The fuel supply is faulty.
Dirty air filter.
Exhaust damaged or is
leaking.

Clean the fuel system and check it.
Clean or replace the air filter.
Check if the exhaust system is
damaged, renew the fibreglass in
the muffler if necessary.

Dirty carburettor jets.

Remove the carburettor and clean
the jets.
Contact the official RIEJU official
service.

Worn or damaged crankshaft
bearings.
The engine emits Ignition problem.
strange sounds.
Overheating.

Contact the official RIEJU official
service.
See "The engine overheats".

The exhaust
emits backfires.

Presence of carbon in the
combustion chamber.
Poor quality petrol or bad
octane.
Spark plug in poor condition or
has inadequate specifications.
Exhaust system gaskets are
deteriorated.

Contact the official RIEJU official
service.
Drain the petrol and introduce new
and proper octane.
Replace spark plug with new and
proper spark plug.
Check if the exhaust system is
damaged. The gaskets must be in
perfect condition, otherwise change
them for new ones.

The exhaust
emits white
smoke.

Damaged cylinder head
gasket (leakage of coolant to
the cylinder).

Contact the official RIEJU official
service.

The exhaust
emits black
smoke.

Clogged air filter.
The main jet is too high.

Clean or replace the air filter.
Check main jet.
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Troubleshooting
FAULT
The gears are
not engaged.

CAUSE
Clutch does not disengage.
Shift fork bent or blocked.
Gear locked in transmission.
Gear shift lever damaged.
Spring selector position loose
or broken.
Broken shift drum.
Gear ratchet spring broken.

The gears jump.

Worn shift fork.
gear grooves worn.
Broken gear.
damaged shift drum groove.
Worn shift fork axle
selector position spring
broken.

The clutch slips.

Excessive clutch fluid level.
Worn clutch discs.
Broken or weak clutch spring.

The motorcycle
is unstable.

The damping is
too soft.
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SOLUTION
Contact the official RIEJU official
service.
Contact the official RIEJU official
service.
Contact the official RIEJU official
service.
Contact the official RIEJU official
service.
Contact the official RIEJU official
service.
Contact the official RIEJU official
service.
Contact the official RIEJU official
service.
Contact the official RIEJU official
service.
Contact the official RIEJU official
service.
Contact the official RIEJU official
service.
Contact the official RIEJU official
service.
Contact the official RIEJU official
service.
Contact the official RIEJU official
service.
Check the level and adjust if
necessary.
Contact the official RIEJU official
service.
Contact the official RIEJU official
service.

Cable makes turning of the
handlebar difficult.
The steering axle nut is too
tight.
Damaged or worn steering
bearings.
Bent steering axle.

Remove cable.

Insufficient fork oil level.
Front fork with too little oil
viscosity.
Low pressure in the tire
Suspension poorly adjusted.

Add oil to the proper level.
Drain the oil from the fork and refill
with an oil of suitable viscosity.
Check the tires pressure.
Adjust the suspension.

Adjust the steering axle nut.
Contact the official RIEJU official
service.
Contact the official RIEJU official
service.

Troubleshooting
FAULT
The damping is
too hard.

CAUSE
Excessive fork oil level.
front fork with too much oil
viscosity.
Twisted front fork.
Too much pressure in the tire.
suspension poorly adjusted.

The motorcycle
Chain badly adjusted.
makes abnormal Worn chain.
noises.
Worn rear sprocket teeth.
Insufficient lubrication of the
chain.
Rear wheel misaligned.

Front fork spring weak or
broken.
Brake disc worn.
Misplaced, worn or glazed
pads
Damaged cylinder.
Supports, nuts, bolts badly
tightened.
The handlebar
vibrates.

Worn tire.
Swingarm or its needle
bearings are worn.
Offset rim.
Wheels out of alignment.
Steering axle with excessive
tolerance.
Handlebar support loose,
steering nut loose.

SOLUTION
Remove excess oil to proper level.
Drain the oil from the fork and refill
with an oil of suitable viscosity.
Contact the official RIEJU official
service.
Check the tires pressure.
Adjust the suspension.
Adjust chain tension.
Replace chain, front and rear
sprocket.
Change rear sprocket.
Lubricate chain with proper
lubricant.
Check the tension of the spokes of
the rim.
Readjust if necessary.
Replace front fork spring.
Replace the brake disc.
Reposition the pads or change
them.
Contact the official RIEJU official
service.
Check and adjust to the appropriate
tightening torques.
Replace the tire.
Contact the official RIEJU official
service
Contact the official RIEJU official
service
Check the tension of the spokes of
the rim. Readjust if necessary.
Check steering head adjustment.
Check and adjust to the appropriate
tightening torques.

The lamps are
melted.

Defective voltage regulator.

Contact the official RIEJU official
service.

The lights’
system does not
work.

Connectors in bad condition,
regulator with inadequate
voltage output, check voltage
stator

Clean/change connectors, check
regulator, check voltage stator.
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Troubleshooting
Fallo
The motorcycle
tends to lean to
one side.

Causa
Bent chassis.
Poorly adjusted steering.
Bent steering axle.
Bent front fork.
Wheels out of alignment.

The brakes do
not work
properly.

Worn brake discs.
Loss of brake fluid.
Impaired brake fluid.
Piston pump broken.
Worn brake pads.
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Solución
Contact the official RIEJU official
service
check steering play adjustment.
Contact the official RIEJU official
service
Contact the official RIEJU official
service.
check the tension of the spokes of
the rims.
Change the discs.
Contact the official RIEJU official
service.
Contact the official RIEJU official
service.
Contact the official RIEJU official
service.
Check and change pads if
necessary.

Warranty manual

Warranty manual
(According to Law 23/2003 of 10 July, on Guarantees for the Sale of Consumer Goods)
RIEJU manufacturer's warranty rules.
The company RIEJU hereby guarantees to the end consumer, purchaser of a vehicle
manufactured by RIEJU , that both the materials and the manufacture are free from
defects in accordance with the highest quality standards. Consequently, RIEJU hereby
warrants to the final purchaser (hereinafter the "purchaser"), in accordance with the
conditions set forth below, the repair of any defects in materials or workmanship
detected on a new motorcycle free of charge within the warranty period and without
any limitation as to the number of kilometres travelled or the number of hours of
operation.
Warranty period
The warranty period shall commence on the day of delivery of the vehicle to the
purchaser by a RIEJU licensing dealer, or in the case of demonstration models, on the
date the vehicle first starts operating. The seller is liable for any lack of conformity
which becomes manifest within the time period established under the Law 23/2003 of
July on Warranties in the Sale of Consumer Goods from the time of delivery and in
accordance with Directive 1999/44/EC for the rest of the Member States of the
European Community. For countries outside the European Community, the warranty
period will be governed by the rules in force. However, if the lack of conformity
becomes apparent during the first six months from the date of delivery of the
motorcycle, it is presumed that this fault existed when it was delivered; from the sixth
month, the consumer must prove that the non-conformity existed at the time of delivery
of the goods. During the first six months after the delivery of the repaired good, the
seller shall be liable for any lack of conformity which motivated the repair.
Any defects detected in the product must be brought to the attention of a dealer
authorized by RIEJU within the warranty period. If the last day of the warranty period
falls on a Sunday or an official holiday, the warranty period will be extended in such a
way that the last day of the warranty period is the first business day after the Sunday or
an official holiday.
Warranty claims for defects not brought to the attention of a dealer
authorized by RIEJU before the end of the warranty period will be
excluded.
Obligations of the buyer
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RIEJU will be entitled to reject warranty claims if and to the extent that:
a.) The buyer has not proceeded to subject the vehicle to any of the inspections
and/or maintenance work required in the user manual or has exceeded the date
stipulated for such inspections or maintenance work; also excluded from the
warranty are any defects that appear before the date set for an inspection or
maintenance work that would have never been carried out, or that will be
carried out after the established date.
b.) Inspection, maintenance work or repair carried out by third parties not
recognized or authorized by RIEJU.
c.) Any maintenance or repair that has been carried out in breach of the technical
requirements, specifications and instructions stated by the manufacturer.

Warranty manual
d.) Spare parts not authorized for use by RIEJU in maintenance or repair work on
the vehicle, or if, and to the extent that, the vehicle has been applied with fuels,
lubricants or other liquids (including, but not limited to, cleaning products) that
have not been expressly stipulated in the specifications of the User Manual.
e.) The vehicle has in any way been altered or modified or equipped with
components other than those expressly authorized by RIEJU as admitted
vehicle components.
f.) The vehicle has been stored or transported in a manner inconsistent with the
corresponding technical requirements.
g.) The vehicle has been used for a special use other than ordinary use, such as
competition, races or attempts to obtain a record.
h.) The vehicle has suffered a fall or accident that directly or indirectly causes
damage.
Warranty exclusions
The following items will be excluded from the warranty:
a.) Worn parts, including, but not limited to, spark plugs, batteries, fuel filters, oil
filter element, chains (secondary), engine output sprockets, rear sprockets, air
filters, brake discs, brake pads, clutch discs, bulbs, fuses, carbon brushes,
footrests, tires, chambers, cables and other rubber components.
b.) Lubricants (e.g. oil, grease, etc.) and operating fluids (e.g. battery fluid, coolant,
etc.).
c.) Inspection, adjustment and other maintenance work, as well as all types of
cleaning work.
d.) Paint damage and consequent corrosion due to external influences such as
stones, salt, industrial exhaust fumes and other environmental impacts or
improper cleaning with improper products.
e.) Damage caused by defects, as well as expenses caused directly or indirectly by
incidents of defects (for example, communication expenses, accommodation
expenses, car rental expenses, public transportation expenses, crane
expenses, express courier charges, etc.), as well as other financial damages
(for example, caused by loss of use of a vehicle, loss of revenue, loss of time,
etc.).
f.) Acoustic or aesthetic phenomenon that does not significantly affect the
condition of use of the motorcycle (e.g. small or hidden imperfections, normal
noise or vibration of use, etc.).
g.) Phenomena due to the ageing of the vehicle (for example, discolouration of
painted or metal coated surfaces).
Various
1.) In the event that the repair or replacement of the part will be disproportionate,
RIEJU will have the prerogative to decide at its sole discretion whether to repair
or replace defective parts. The owner of the spare parts, if any, will be RIEJU ,
without any other consideration. The RIEJU authorized dealer who has been
entrusted with the repair of defects will not be authorized to make binding
declarations on behalf of RIEJU.
2.) In cases of doubt as to the existence of a defect or if a visual or material
inspection is required, RIEJU reserves the right to require the shipment of the
parts on which a warranty claim is based or to request a review of the defect by
a RIEJU expert. Any additional warranty obligations on parts replaced free of
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charge or any service provided free of charge under this warranty will be
excluded. The warranty for spare parts within the warranty period will expire on
the expiration date of the warranty period of the respective product.
3.) If a defect cannot be repaired and its replacement is disproportionate to the
manufacturer, the secured consumer shall be entitled to cancellation of the
contract (payment of compensation) or partial reimbursement of the purchase
price (discount), instead of motorcycle repair.
4.) The warranty claims of the buyer under the contract of sale with the
corresponding authorized dealer will not be affected by this warranty. This
warranty does not affect the buyer's additional contractual rights under the
general conditions of business of the authorized dealer. Such additional rights,
however, can only be claimed from the authorized dealer.
5.) If the buyer resells the product within the warranty period, the terms and
conditions of this warranty will continue to exist to the current extent, so that the
claim rights under this warranty in accordance with the terms and conditions set
forth in this document will be transferred to the new owner of the motorcycle.
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